Network protection tailored to you
Now, more than ever your high-value media content needs protection. In an industry where
security is fundamental to success and its failure catastrophic, it is essential to have the highest
level of defence to protect your company and its assets.
Sohonet has been securing high-value media content for our customers for over 25 years.
We have a wide range of advanced managed security services available, which have been
specifically tailored to meet the unique requirements of our media customers.
SECURE YOUR CONTENT
Whatever you’re working
on, ensure no-one outside
your team has access to your
content.

24/7 MONTORING
Your network never stops,
so we monitor your network
24/7 for your peace of mind.

CONSTANT UPDATES
As your vendors combat
evolving threats with patches
and updates, we evaluate
changes and deploy them
swiftly.

FULLY-MANAGED FIREWALLS

FULLY-MANAGED VPNs

We configure and manage your firewalls, deploying updates using the best hardware available, including next-gen firewalls with advanced
Layer 7 protection. As part of our fully-managed firewall service, we also provide constant
monitoring and hourly backups of your firewall
configurations, and a complete revision history.

We accommodate your individual security procedures and help you get your remote teams in
securely. We’re equipped to configure SSL VPN’s
and IPSEC VPN’s (either hardware or software-based) to work smoothly with your network’s devices, firewalls and security protocols.

FEATURES
Flexible
We tailor solutions to your size, budget and
needs, leveraging relationships with our key vendors: Fortinet, Juniper and Palo Alto.
High performance
We work with you to ensure that both your
network performance and security are optimized
together for best results
Scalable
Add or upgrade devices as you need them, and
change configurations as your security needs

For more information head to:
https://www.sohonet.com/services/#security

Tailored to you
Options for Universal Threat Management,
Intrusion Detection or Intrusion Prevention,
advanced analytics, VPN, network anti-virus,
URL or data-filtering.
Flexible pricing
Short- and long-term services available to get
the best value option for you.
Expert advise
We offer expert advice 24/7 on security bestpractice and use a carefully-curated selection of
equipment from leading vendors

